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PIZZA
**********
THE BROTHERS' PIZZA

THE FINEST TASTE IN

Your dorml
went
co-ed.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington -'0LY*
All Olympia empties are recyclable

ALSO FEATURING:
* Italian Sandwiches
* Italian Dinners
* Delicious Luncheons
Eat in ,Carry out, or Delivery service
452-7864 or 452-9980
151 E. 3rd ST. At the Bus Depot
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Students
celebrate
new year

The following 13 days are
Ron Pollworth marked by a 'series of festivities along with visits to
friends and relatives. For
several days prior to the New
Can anyone imagine a Year, the housewives are
celebration which continues busied with their spring
for thirteen consecutive days? cleaning, the preparation of
sweetmeats for visitors, and
the making of one set of new
clothes for each member of
For many Americans it may
the family.
seem absurd, but for fifteen
Iranian students attending
Winona State College, the
thirteen days celebration
On the last Wednesday of
would mark the beginning of
their New Year and the the old year, bon-fires are lit
Spring Fesitval of Now-Ruz. in gardens and open spaces.
The people jump over these as
they ceremoniously rid themThe Persian (Iranian) New selves of their sorrows and
Year begins at the precise cleanse their souls.
moment when the sun passes
through the vernal equinox,
Each house prepares a
which is usually on March 21.

U of M observes
International
Women's Year

Price Rebellion
Display

has many good reference
books at reduced prices.
Any Hardcover Books
for only $1 00
Paperbacks for only 25C
Large Color Pictures
Reduced from $3 00

Wi nonan
The Winonan is written
and edited by and for the
students of Winona State
College and is publised
weekly except June, July,
and August, and exam
periods.

Second class postage paid
at Winona, MN 55987.

Address all correspon•
dente to Editor, Winona,
Winona State College.

Aliens located al 101
Phelps Hall. Telephone
457.2158.
Deadline for non•staff
copy is 6 p.m. the
preceding Thursday.
Member of the Associated
Collegiate Press and National Educational Advertising Service, Inc

Mary

Layout Editor:

Values to $3 95 Now only $200

The Iranian civilization is at

L. AM166

Lorn Hurst

Arts Editor:

Anne Morris

Sports Editor;

Emma Lou

Business Manager

Mark Horvath

Advisor:

Janet Sill

HELP WANTED
EARN UP TO $1200 a school year hanging posters on campus in spare time. Send
name, address, phone and school to: Coordinator of Campus_Representatives, P.O. Box
1384, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48106.
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE needed to sell brand name stereo components to students
at lowest prices. High commission, no investment required. Serious inquiries only. FAD
COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic Ave. Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.

FOR SALE

There's a
heavenly body
sitting next to you
in astronomy class.

Fruit of the Loom Hose
Now at 'A Price

Now only $500

One Iranian student, Esmail Roostaie, added, "It is
considered unlucky to stay at
home on the 13th day of the
New-Ruz festival and a massive national picnic takes
place. The favorite location is
usually near a grassy riverside where everyone can
enjoy the beauty and birth of
spring."

The festivities are celebrated in accordance with the
official Ialali Calendar. This
calendar is based upon the
number of solar years which
have elapsed since the flight
of the prophet Mohammed
from Macca to Madina in A.D.
622. The names of the months
are those of the guardian
angels of the old Persian
Zoroastrian religion. The Persian year 1354 corresponds to
the western year of March 21,
1975 to March 20, 1976.

African representatives said placed on idealogy and a
by Tuni Mullen somewhat the same. Fortytheir system values women as "pioneering era" resulting in
Women's struggle for e- one percent of high school partners instead of unequals. shared civil duties between
graduates are women; twenquality is one fought worldThere are reportedly large men and women. However,
wide. Though the movement ty-six percent of the number numbers of women lawyers religion acts as a barrier to
of students enrolled in colhas suffered many setbacks,
leges and universities are and doctors in their country. total equality. As a result,
some changes are beginning
European panelists only thirty percent of Israeli
women. German panelist
to take place. In some
Lerke Gravenhorst reported- stressed the sacrifices women women are employed outside
countries, advances toward
ly claimed that women ac- must make when seeking the home.
economic and social equality
count for only eight percent of employment outside the
have already been made.
Panelist Yoko Hirohashi
Recently in a series of the colleges and universities home, and the conflicts they
views
Asian women as "vicencounter
in
the
job
market.
programs held at the Univer- faculty members.
tims" rather than being tradisity of Minnesota several
Elizabeth Jeffries of Eng- tionally "submissive".
Views toward women workwomen had the opportunity to
land
was quoted as saying, "It
express their feelings on the ing outside the home vary
In Ceylon, it is possible to
should
not be necessary for
from
country
to
country.
In
education, family life, and
women to give up husband combine career and family
Chile,
for
example,
Pilar
economic conditions of women
and family in order to succeed because of the support of
in their native countries. All Palma stated there is a
in a career. This either-or large, extended families and
positive
attitude
toward
the
of the women were students
education
and
employment
of
situation of family or career the help of household maids.
or wives of graduate students
women. She said there are does not apply to men."
at the U of M.
The recent trend in family
Countries represented by more job opportunities now in
There have been rapid planning in Latin America is
the
city
for
women
than
for
the panelists were from Latin
America, Europe, the Middle men, and more and more changes in the roles of Middle toward smaller families with
women are applying for Eastern women, Mushira Eid two to four children exEast, Africa, and Asia.
said. This is due largely pressed as an ideal family.
Latin American panelists industrial jobs.
because of encouragement Seventy-eight percent favor a
In
Brazil,
however,
women
reported that opportunities
for education past high school seek outside employment only from wives of national lead- family of three children.
do exist; however, the num- when it is necessary for ers, particularly in Egypt and Approximately sixty-six perIran. cent of the women in the
ber of women attending survival of the family.
survey said they would like to
college is relatively low.
In
Israel,
an
emphasis
is
end
childbearing by age 35.
In still a third situation,
The situation in Germany is

to $ 1 5°

Clothing Rummage Sale
has values to $795

'least' seven thousand years
old. Everyday life in Iran is
conditioned by age-old social
and religious traditions. Iran
is profoundly an Islamic
country and has preserved
many of its colorful customs
such as its language and the
Now-Ruz fesitval.

display known as "Haft-sin"
the seven "S's". The arrangement consists of seven objects, the names of which in
Persian begin with the letter
"s." The display is considered
complete if it includes a copy
of the Koran, the sacred
Islamic book, a mirror, and a
bowl of goldfish.

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OLY:
All Olympia empties are recyclable

FOR SALE — Panasonic cassette tape recorder. Excellent condition. Call 457-2002 or
452-7026, and ask for Larry.

VANGUARD

Informal Bible Study:
Romans
MEETING WEEKLY
Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Conference Rooms 1 & 2
KRYSKO COMMONS
All Are Welcome
77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to
Fanny Farmer)

Inc
THEBarDerS
r ►

Call Today
454-4900

HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

and Report
Recruiting and reciprocity
detrimental among colleges
. A recent article in the
Mankato State College newspaper accuses the recruitment
tactics used by Winona State
College as being unethical.
The article specifially declares that this "recuitment
program" used by WSC and
colleges and universities in
Wisconsin are exceedingly
detrimental to the reciprocal
agreement between the two
states. The writer feels too,
that the advertising which is
used in attempting to increase
enrollment is unfair and takes
advantage of the reciprocity
agreement. That agreement
states that the students from
either state may attend college in the other state without
paying out-of-state tuition.
In reply to these accusations that the techniques used
by WSC are unethical, perhaps one should review WSCs
approach to encourage new
students in order to maintain
an adequate enrollment.
Originally, the task of
encouraging new students to
attend WSC was in complete
control of Registrar/Admissions personnel. Nearly everyone hired at that time was
responsible for processing
applications of new students.
The officials just hoped people
would send in their applications and seek further information. Then too, enrollments
throughout the country (as at
WSC) were up, which allowed
the budgets for recruitment
purposes to be held at a
minimum.

anxious '60's, we saw the
abolishment of the draft, the
questioning of educational
values, and the establishment
and encouragement of junior
colleges and vocational-technical institutions. All of these,
now doubled with the over-all
decline in the economy, indeed affects the enrollment
figures.
As one WSC official stated,
"One must tune into the times
and if there is a product to be
sold, one has to make the
public aware of that product."
The recruitment program,
or preferably called by one
adminstrative official, "High
School Relations Program" is
the method by which WSC is
presented to the public. The
program employs a variety of
techniques and methods. Among these are of course mass
media adverising via radio
and television. On a more
personal basis, however, with
each respective letter of
inquiry, the reply includes a
WSC catalogue and a variety
of brochures including pamphlets on the individuals
desired major and minor.

Within the "recruiting" personnel there are four individuals hired to inform interested groups, particularly high
schools during their "college
night." These four also work
in close co-operation with
junior colleges and vocationaltechnical institutions. Winona
State also offers guided tours,
movies, slides, and tapes. A
During the decade of the follow-up on the effectiveness

of these attempts is normally
done also.
Perhaps the most astonishing fact is, that this informational service to the public
also includes nearly 200 pieces
of mail each day, and in March
through May, an estimated
1,200 to 3,500 phone calls are
expected to be executed. All
of this is accomplished by foul
secretaries, four officials, and
six to eight work-study students.
The entire High School
Relations Program, in regards
to paid advertisement, is
maintained on a budget far
below the assumed $20,000 by
the writer from Mankato
State College. A more accurate figure, according to the
chairman of the program,
would be approximately
$7,500.
The editorial from Mankato, did, however, make one
clear statement, "That the
expense will rest ultimately
on the taxpayer and the
students paying tuition."
The writer further suggests
that Minnesota and Wisconsin
should not be competing for
students as this will increase
the risk of damaging the
reciprocity agreement. Winona State College President,
Robert Dufresne, along with
various administrative officials from the Universities of
Madison and LaCrosse, respectively, have met and
agreements in "across the
border" advertising have
been reached.
President Dufresne explains the dilemma this way,
"When LaCrosse began advertising in Winona last fall,

THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will present a movie entitled, Schizophrenia: The Broken
Mirror, on Thursday, April 3, at 7:00 p.m. in dining rooms A & B of the student union.
Everyone is welcome.

Ron Pollworth

our administration felt retaliatory measures were necessary. Once we began advertising in Wisconsin, LaCrosse
in turn escolated their campaign to include two radio
stations with double air-time."
When this occurred, Dr.
Dufresne realized how rapidly
the situation was getting out
of control and the unfortunate
consequences it might have on
the reciprocity program. He
then began to correspond
with the Higher Education
Co-ordinating Committee at
the University of Madison and
with Chancellor Litner of
LaCrosse University. In late
January and early February,
President Dufresne testified
before three Minnesota State
Congress Committees, one in
the Senate and two in the
House of Representatives,
and informed them of the
unfortunate circumstances.
President Dufresne is
pleased to report that this
counter-campaign dilemma is
nearly complete. Winona
State College is no longer
advertising in LaCrosse and
when the contracts with
respective stations in Austin
and Rochester, Minnesota are
exhausted, they will not be
renewed.
However, Dr. Dufresne
stressed, "We are continuing
our advertising which is
funded by a federal grant in
the Winona area, and we are
emphasizing WSC's External
Studies Program. Our campus
is no longer restricted to the
50 or so acres within Winona,
but incorporates the entire
south-eastern portion of Minnesota."

College job outlook: "Activity
is the only road to knowledge
Certainly for college students who are expecting to
receive their degrees this
spring, activity will perhaps
be the surest way to obtain a
job. Indeed, among the top
ten professions that are
expected to need graduating
college students, perhaps only
two of them require a liberal
arts degree, whereas the
other eight will require technical skills. The outlook then
for college graduates in business administration, accounting, and medical related fields
looks quite good; however, it
appears that the majority of
students will be getting
liberal arts degrees.
"Told You So"
According to a study that
was published by the State of
Minnesota, entitled "Minnesota Employment Projection:
1970-1980," the ten occupations that are expected to
grow rapidly during this
decade are; accounting, and
auditing, industrial engineering, nursing, medical, dental
and hospital related jobs,
airline related jobs, personnel
and labor related occupations,

and bank tellers. These ten
occupations are expected to
grow at a rate of 60% during
this decade.
The occupations that are
expected to decline, or to
grow slowly, consists mainly
of unskilled labor. Yet, also on
this list are elementary and
secondary school teachers.
The elementary profession,
says the report, should expect
to have more than 4500 fewer
teachers practicing in 1980
than the number that were
employed in 1980.] The secondary teaching profession,
though expected to fare
somewhat better than the
elementary level, is also going
to be hard for graduating
teachers. The rate of expected
growth for this occupation is
supposed to be 0.2%, or,
roughly speaking, there will
be little more than 35 positions that will be available due
to expansion to the secondary
school system. 1

NON-TEACHING —
April 3, 1975

THURSDAY

TEACHING
April 22, 1975

TUESDAY

Peat, Marwick & Mitchell, St. Paul, MN
(Interviewing for accounting majors)
Appleton, WI Public Schools
(interviewing for SLD, EMR, secondary
level in education except for social
studies, intermediate grades but no
kindergarten or primary.)
The next meeting of the PSYCHIC PHENOMENA GROUP will be held on April 7 th, at
7:00 p.m., in room 133 of the Performing Arts Center. Featured as guest lecturer will be
Dr. Brice Wilkenson, Director of Communicology, and teacher of Mind Unlimited, who will
give an introduction to the study of parapsychology. Membership is open to all interested.
Blue Revue Begins Season
The Winona State College Mass Communication students are once again producing a
weekly program under the new title "Blue Revue". The program will premier at 10:00
p.m. Wednesday, April 2. This year the program will also be shown a second time, at 6:30
p.m. Monday, April 7.
The first production deals with the judicial process in the Winona Court System, from
the time of arrest, through the trial, to the final sentencing. Scheduled guest interviews
are with Judge Dennis Challeen, Sheriff Bruce Stanton, Julius Gernes, County Attorney,
and Jim Heinlen, Court Services Officer.

...from the wire...
A $50 POLITICAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP AWARD will be offered by the Political
Science Association of Winona State College, to full-time WSC students who have declared
Political Science or Public Administration as a major or minor. Applicants should have a
minimum of 3.0 accumulative GPA, and a 3.5 GPA FOR PS courses, and should be an
active participant in the Political Science Association, student government, or in the local
politics of the Winona Community. The deadline for submitting an application for fall
quarter is May 1, 1975, and a selection committee comprised of the Political Science
Department faculty and student representatives will choose the winner.
A random sample of the student body has been selected to participate in a SURVEY OF
STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT WINONA STATE. If you have been selected as a participant
and want to voice your opinion, remember to come to the designated area at your
assigned time. If you have not been selected and have some ideas about the school,
discuss your opinion with your friends who will be doing the survey. It is your
responsibility to let them know where you feel improvements need to be made. If you
have any further questions or suggestions please call Nancy Robinson at 457.2038 or stop
by Somsen 106.
FROM THE WIRE
A wallet has been lost containing several very important papers (WSC Id, Drivers'
License, foreign documents). If found, please contact Jim Cam, 454-2859 or return it to
the union desk.

I1

Bernard Shaw

1. Can these statistics be
accurate? Yes. This study is
based on the growth of these
professions and industries, as
a whole. It does not take into
account positions that will be
created by death, retirement,
or employee resignations.

life scientists, and teaching
degrees that are being issued.
Contrasting this, there are too
few students that are graduating qualified for such positions as stenographer, secretary, receptionist, cashier,
bookkeeper, and other vocational occupations.

Re-affirmation

However, Melvin Wedul, of
the Winona State College
Placement Bureau, says that a
graduating student is still
able to find a job. Even
though those in the teaching,
humanities, or social science
professions will have a harder
time than others, the prospects are not nil.

In a recently released study
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, these Minnesota
projections not only will hold
true here, but this seems to be
the nationwide trend until the
year 1985. The projections by
the BLS study paralleled
those of the Minnesota study
in that it showed that there
are excessive numbers of
students who are graduating
from college with degrees in
liberal arts; thus creating
numerous opportunities in the
highly technical fields such as
accounting, auditing, nursing,
For the liberal arts and etc, and in the vocational
teaching majors about to fields.
graduate this spring, then,
According to the report
the possibilities of finding a
job in Minnesota are quite there are too many psycholslim — if these statistics hold ogy students, journalists, historians, political scientists,
true.

THE WINONA STATE PLACEMENT BUREAU will hold interviews according to the
folowing schedule. Please sign up at the Placement Bureau in Gildemeister if you are not
registered with them and would like the opportunity of an on-campus interview.

The teaching graduate that
is the best qualified, that has
"the best standing, reputation, and personal ability, will
find a job." Those students
that have been active in
school events, who are qualified to teach Driver's Education, or who have minors in
coaching, will have a better
chance of finding a teaching
position than others if they go
where the jobs are available.)
Also, says Mr. Wedul, those

students who are graduating
with degrees in special education seem to be doing fairly
well in finding a position. He
especially cited Iowa as a
state that is accepting graduate students with degrees in
the Special Learning Disabilities Program and the Educable Mentally Retarded Program, saying that there
seemed to be a big push for
these programs in the Iowa
school system.
However, in regards to
those students that do not
have special education qualifications, or degrees in the
fields that are readily accepting graduating students, Mr.
Wedul once more emphasized
the need to be mobile. "Those
that are willing to be venturesome, to go where the jobs
are," he said, "will find jobs."
This, he said, along with
ability will be the deciding
factor in whether many students will find work.
Harder Still
Laurence Meyer, of the
Minnesota Department of
Employment Services also
was quick to point out that
students graduating this
spring will have to look

harder than ever before.
"Employers," he said, "are
looking for people with specialized skills. They want
someone who can do a job. Sc
when an employer looks at an
application form, experience
will count as much as education."
With cutbacks by some
industries resulting in large
numbers of layoffs, the job
market is becoming even
more flooded with qualified
technicians and college graduates who have been working
for firms for a couple of years.
These people, since they are
qualified, and have experience, will have a slight edge
over most graduating students this spring. However,
this edge is somewhat negated by the fact that most of
these persons who have been
layed off are not as mobile as
the recent graduate.
The graduate will most
likely have to concentrate
then on the smaller but
expanding firms and be willing to accept training wherever the firm may need him,
instead of at established
companies.
Don Kohler
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An Intimate Evening
In Concert. With

SHAWN
PHILLIPS
The Voice, The Guitars,
& You.
ACCOMPANIED BY:

PETER ROBINSON
ALSO: Al Stewart

TUESDAY, APRIL 8 at 7:30p.m. Tickets $4 and $5
Reserved Seating.
Available at the door and in Winona at Primo. Sponsored by
0

Rochester Community College Concerts Committee .
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SCIENCE OPEN HOUSE
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Saturday, April 5, 1975

The departments of Biology, Chemistry, Geology and Earth Science, Mathematics, Nursing
and Physics are hosting a Science Open House. High school students will be able to visit
with a professor in their major area of interest and obtain information on the academic
program and job placement after graduation. Opportunities will be provided to view the
science, mathematics, and nursing facilities and laboratory equipment. Campus tours and
a complimentary noon lunch will also be provided.
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Uppon arrival report to Pasteur Hall Auditorium at 10:00 a.m.
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10:00-11:00 a.m. Orientation for day's program
11:00-11:30 a.m. Departmental information
11:30-12:30 p.m. Campus Tours
12:30-1:15 p.m. Complimentary lunch in the Student Union
1:15-3:00 p.m. Departmental visitation (in depth preview of
departmental curriculum)
X-fr
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The most complete
men's styling center
in the upper midwest.

Ask your jartender.

GENTLEMEN'S
QUA RTERS

•••

offering

Georgia
oon'
gita► qui

* Complete Hair Styling
* Body Waves & Conditioning
• RK, Organic Grooming Aids

cpth vihiskay
1w

toProot
bottled by
Johnson %stain, 0).

Walk in or call for appointment

• 454-1580 •

Westgate Shopping Center
( Next to Radio Shack )

Let a little Georgia Moon shine in your life.
In your orange juice... in'your tomato juice...or in your hat.

%
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what's on
How many men visit beauty shops to get their hair cut?
How many women frequent barber shops? What are today's
most popular hair styles for both sexes? The topic of hair is a
controversial, ever-new one, and three Winona hair-care
centers were interviewed concerning today's trends.

reports that comparatively few women come in for haircuts —
there are about eight who regularly do. The most popular
men's hairstyle here is the Avante', which is a style utilizing
the blow-dryer to achieve it's look. The length of this style
varies. The Varsity maintains that men now allow a longer
time in between cuts, but that the present hair trends have
Employees of the beauty shop at Spurgeons, a comfortable contributed more to this than any economic shortage.
downtown department store, stated that their clients are
virtually all women. The only males that usually come in are
the small sons of mothers that go there, and an occasional
The Barbers, 77 West Third St., part of a chain of hair-care
husband. They report the most popular hairstyle today to be shops, has a 70% female, 30% male clientage. They, too, state
the short one which can be fixed with a blow-dryer or that "short" hair (anywhere from actual short to shoulder
curling-iron. This is the easiest for the woman to take care of, length) is most popular, due to the ease of care with a
and this seems to be of importance. Reportedly, business has blow-dryer. They have experienced no economic problems; in
decreased somewhat due to the economic squeeze, but it has fact, their business is better than expected. One unique aspect
mostly affected those women who are currently out of of this shop is the separate booths they have for their clients.
employment or whose husbands are so. These women still This is to make the person more comfortable, minus the
come in, but more for special occasions.
feeling of being observed by other clients.

What's new in
the world
of hair?

Dick and Ken's Varsity Barber Shop, 104 West Third St.,

Elaine Walske

Bill Marx
possibility remains (contingent on more funds available to
The State College Board Office (SCBO) has recommended student help budgets) — running more dorms like Richards
at least an $82 increase in dormitory room rates for next year. Hall by hiring students to do janitorial work. Because student
help is cheaper than professional custodial services, more
The recommended increase is due to increased fuel and students could be hired with the same amount of money;
utility costs and a still to be negotiated salary increase for however, the union contract prohibits the college from laying
classified personnel of approximately 15 percent. The room off professional employees and replacing them with students.
increase does not include a projected 20 percent increase in
The Minnesota State College Student Association (MSCSA)
food costs.
has set up a special task force to look into this proposed
Along with this increase in room rates, the SCB has increase and the implications of it. The task force is
recommended a 53 percent (from 16 to 7.5 positions) decrease considering a recommendation to freeze room rates for the
in custodial staffing for the dorms. Other funding would next year in view of the idea that a freeze may attract more
students to dormitory housing. (WSC is currently projecting a
remain similar to what it is now.
three per cent drop in occupancy next year from 1974-75.) It is
Seven and one half custodial positions would leave WSC assumed under this suggestion that higher occupancy will
with approximately one janitor per dorm. This would mean make up for the money not brought in by lower rates.
that the dorms would be cleaned less than half as often as they
The SCB expects to consider all these recommendations at
are now. In this case, either students will have to clean up
more after themselves or according to Moorhead's Housing its April 15 Budget and Finance Committee meeting and make
Director, "We may become slum landlords." A third its final decision on rates for next year.

Room rates
may go up

Remember when anti-fraternity feelings were shared by or Fish, as he's known by the member of PZK, was lounging
most everyone? Well, now there's a non-fraternity fraternity behind the door.
that has been organized to combat the deterioration brought
"Why did you pick the name Phi Zappa Krappa?" I asked.
about by the student degeneration of the seventies and to
fight against the undermining of the American way of life by
such things as jokes, fraternity membership, and cafeteria
"We picked Phi, because it sounds official, and we picked
food.
Zappa because he's a well known musician who sort of looks
Led by a tip and by a nose that is able to smell out such like what we want to stand for: We picked Krappa because of
matter I arrived at the place Phi Zappa Krappa calls home the cafeteria food. The food here is really terrible."
(Fourth Floor of Morey) and was able to obtain a quite candid
"What are the functions of your organization. Do you
interview with a few of the members by catching them, as the
expression goes, with their pants down. I declined their offer sponsor, or plan to sponsor any events or activities?" I asked.
to join them and instead, upon being directed to their leader's
Before I could record the answer Coho was giving, Palmer
stall, proceeded with my questioning.
nudged me and opened the door to the hallway. He led me into
a room and pulled an ice cream scoop from a drawer.
"Why was Phi Zappa Krappa organized?" I asked.

Zappa?
Krappa Phi!

"It's the official scoop of PZK," said Palmer. "We use it at
Palmer, one of the original members of the fraternity and
president of the organization, replied: "It's nothing but a joke. our weekly ice cream social.
There's nothing to it at all....You aren't really going to write
When asked a question concerning the future of the
this up in the newspaper are you?"
organization and the carrying on of the PZK tradition, Coho
Pressing him further he elaborated some more on the shrugged his shoulders. It seems that there are no
membership requirements, membership dues, nor, for all
reasons the organization was founded.
practical purposes, even an organization.
"It's just a joke," he repeated stressing the word "joke",
For, as Coho said, "We didn't think that we should exclude
apparently to give the impression that Phi Zappa Krappa
people just because they don't have any money or because
should not be taken lightly.
they can't get good grades. So we just thought we'd let
"We just don't like fraternities or sororities of jocks...I don't everybody join."
know. Just make something up."
Indeed, to re-establish the American tradition that the
Then, so as to give another member of the society a chance subversive activities of OTHER Fraternities, jocks, and
to speak his mind Palmer referred me to another member of cafeteria food, have all been eradicated from the college
the group who happened to be seated in the next stall. Coho, campus scene is not an easy task.
Bill Marx
Activity fees for summer sessions will be collected on a case will a student pay more under the present fee structure.
basis of $2.25 per credit hour.
For summer sessions, a student is considered full-time if he is
enrolled for five or more credits. The fee includes health
The change, authorized by the State College Board at its service, union and activity funding.
meeting March 14, replaces the $18 fee for full-time students
and $9 fee for part-time students. It is to be tried for this
The new fee structure was proposed so part-time students
summer on a trial basis and may be considered for the regular would not have to pay as much in fees. For example, a student
year if it is successful.
taking two credits will pay only $4.50 as opposed to $9 in the
past. A student enrolling for six credits will pay $13.50 instead
The proposal includes an $18 maximum charge so that in no of $18. —

New activity fee
collection is in
processing

• • • and then came Lightfoot
Lorrie Hurst
I was not looking forward to
walking to the Winonan office.
I had a deadline to meet and
Editor Amlaw was anxiously
awaiting my arrival. The
sudden blizzard that had hit
Winona left unwanted snow
and a freezing wind, and I was
hesitant to venture out into
the cold.

"He was different from the instant of his arrival..."

Lightfoot and Mums
John Allen have either, but she had to factor alone would have made
leave at 2:00 PM and it's 1:00 it a match, but Lightfoot
Love. Ahh yes, love. That PM now and besides I knew spared no pains in demonmysterious well into which, you didn't want the poodle strating his love. It only cost
and out of which, we all seem and " $30.00 to get out the porcupine quills he collected in a fit
to fall with so much similarity.
"We'll call him Lightfoot of overprotectiveness. She
Yet, we all manage to listen to
our own drummer during the after Gordon." (He made a was adopted as sort of the
trip. Some fall once, some puddle on the rug) hotel mascot. At the end of
the summer one of the
often, some never. The depth
So there he was, a beagle bellmen collected enough to
of the plunge varies but once
wet, all know they've been puppy named Lightfoot. fly her home to Memphis. We
there. And so it was with Growing up in East Glacier were not surprised to receive
Lightfoot. He tried all angles was not easy. For one thing, a telegram announcing he'd
and depths. In fact, to some it is the gateway to Glacier gotten bargain air fare in that
meant an he'd actually flown six dogs
his romantic escapades were National Park. This m
so varied and partner changes endless string of cars to home. The puppies were all
so frequent as to appear dodge. Showing typical beagle black, white, and tan complete
promiscuous. Such was not disdain for General Motors, he with hang-down ears and a
the case. Although many and got his share of lumps. For devil-may-care attitude about
varied, Lightfoot meant every another thing, it's on the cars, especially G.M. prodone of his affairs to the bottom boundary of the Blackfeet ucts.
of his brown-eyed soul. If any Indian reservation. This
judgement could be made, it meant there were horse and Once started, "Foot's chowould have to be that 'Foot cow hoofs to avoid. These sen vocation became clear.
however, were normal dan- There was Missy the Cocker
was in love with love.
gers. Something else again, from Colorado. Seven pups.
He was different from the were the local dogs. Now here He'd slept beneath her wininstant of his arrival. We were was a real problem. The dow for days. There was an
living in East Glacier, Mon- average canine of the area unknown "little brown dog"
tana. Cher went out into the was '/3 shepard, 1/3 elkhoud, from Oklahoma. Tootie from
Sunday morning sunshine for and 1/3 wolf. Every family had Toronto quickly followed. It
bacon and eggs and came back three. So when 'Foot' came soon became obvious that
with him. As I emerged home with his ears chewed, physical appearance or age
dripping from the shower, I we wrote it off as growing were not determining factors.
heard her coaxing him up the pains. But it kept happening. I 'Foot loved 'ern all as demonstairs. I looked down and swear he didn't actually touch strated by Terry the Corncob
there he was. All puppies are ground for three months, Eater from Oxnard, Calif. She
irresistable but those who being simply tossed from big, was a terrior of sorts, known
know beagles realize they are dog to big dog, as each tired of by her owner as "a wirespecial. He leaped, he wrig- gnawing on him. Then came teared harrier". The reason
the answer. I was crossing the she ate corncobs was age. She
gled, he danced.
parking lot only to be nearly was so old she'd lost her teeth
"No Cher, we can't have a run down by a female black years ago. She'd had over 100
lab who'd escaped from a puppies. She soon had six
dog." (He nuzzled my leg)
tourist car. She was trailed by more. 'Foot launched his Blue
"But we both want a about fifteen shep-elk-wolves, Movie career with Terry
but right there at the end of (after all, she was from Calif.)
beagle."
the line was my three month posing for some flicks that
"I - know but we work all old beagle-pup. He came home must have been the talk of the
day. It wouldn't be fair to that night with a wicked gash Foto-Mat.
in his lower belly that looked
him." (He nipped my toe.)
as though one of the other
But the cope-de-grace came
"But the lady said he's suitors had had a mind to end in Miami. The symptoms were
pure-bred. She had him in her the upstart's career right all there again. Gone from
shopping cart and when I there. The summer wore on home for three days. Back in
stopped to pet him she said and the scar tissue built up, the middle of the night. Grab'
she had another puppy, a but to no avail. It definitely a quick meal and gone for
poodle, and she had to fly to wasn't small dog territory.
three more days. Then one
Illinois this afternoon and
evening, as a groups of us
she'd been tryin' to sell one or
Then came Theresa. A were having beer and barbethe other for two weeks but charming little wire-haired qued chicken in the backyard,
all people want big dogs terrior escaped from a New he made his appearance over
around here and we could Jersey stationwagon. The size the rock wall separating us

Special thanks to Guy Jackson, photographer.

In any event, I decided I'd
better get over to the office,
and as I went whizzing by
Pasteur Hall, I happened to
take notice of a cold little dog
begging for my sympathetic
attention. I stopped and asked
if he'd like to come along with
me, out of the cold, and he
wagged his tail in gratitude.
We arrived at the Winonan
office and, trying to avoid and
ignore Amlaw's dirty looks
that she was throwing at me
from across the room, I
meekly asked her, "See what I

found?"
I explained the whole story
to her about how I happened
to find this dear little creature
and how I left a note for the
owner to come to the office to
pick him up because he was so
cold and how I felt so sorry for
him and what sad, brown eyes
he has. Amlaw nodded and
told me to get to work.
Within 10 minutes, the
owners appeared in the doorway. My little friend began to
romp excitedly around the
room, jumping up and down
with gusto.
After I explained to his
male owner, John Allen of
Minneota, Minnesota, why his
dog was in this particular
office rather than chained to a
post outside, he responded
with a warm "thank you" and
a tale about Lighfoot's — the
dog's name — adventures
vagabonding throughout the
country, and about the time

Lightfoot had him paged at an
airport.
Lightfoot soon won over
everybody's attention and
affection in the Winonan
office, including Editor Amlaw's, and those who passed
by in the halls.
As Lightfoot and his owner
was about to leave, Amlaw
remarked that it might be
interesting to write a feature
story about Lightfoot, capturing his personality, his experiences, and his effect upon
people. To this, John Allen
replied, "Funny you should
say that, I just happen to have
an article I wrote about
Lightfoot here in my pocket."
And so, a story developed
about a dog, his owner, and a
newspaper office, deserving a
full page spread in a college
newspaper...just another typical day in the life of Lightfoot
and his owner, and another
tale to tell...

Supervising "Editor's Corner"
from the impenetrable jungle
"out back". He proudly displayed the large bow tied
around his neck complete with
note. It read....

ogy books: Heavy black tomes
with gold lettering were
everywhere. I vaguely heard
the girl introduce herself as
Jane and her husband John.
As the din of the merry"Dear owner of this hand- makers grew steadily more
some dog. He is the father of_ silent, I asked what they did
our dog's six puppies. If you for a living.
would like to meet them, dial
872-6348." Sounded great.
"John and I are hoping to be
The number produced a
missionaries.
We've just
young male voice that said,
"Yeah, come on over." The moved here to study theology
address was just around the at Dade Divinity School."
Eight pairs of feet shuffled,
corner. In celebration of the
event, I put on my best eight throats were cleared,
double-breasted suit. One of then all was silent. The silence
the girls had recently been in stretched. The silence doua wedding. She brought along bled. John held the wine jug
the bridal corsage. We bought like a long-dead herring.
The quiet was reduced to
a gallon of good, cheap red
shambles!
'Foot dashed into
wine. About eight of us piled
into my bread-truck-turned- the room closely pursued by a
camper and drove over. brown and black daschundLightfoot was out of the truck beagle cross. They skidded on
and up to the front door like a a throw rug nearly knocking
shot. As the rest of us over a lamp as they dashed
tumbled out, waving wine and back into the other room.
"It's Mums and Mr. Brown"
roses, the house door opened,
revealing a slightly wide-eyed yelled Jane, "let's go see the
young lady. She stifled a puppies."
Mr. Brown turned out to be
timerous "oh" and invited us
in. I had just time to wonder their name for Lightfoot. He
about the eight foot woven- and Mums were very proud of
wire hurricane fence sur- their six new offspring. The
rounding the back yard before ice was broken. The magic of
the mob pressed me into the puppies passed around broke
house. As I introduced myself all would-be awkward sias Lightfoot's father • and lences. Soon we were back in
presented the wine, I knew the living room with everyone
something was not quite holding puppies and babbling.
right. As the ex-bride's maid John poured us all 16 oz.
was explaining the flowers, I water glasses of wine saying
glanced around the room. The he wasn't much of a drinker
walls were lined with theol- but it seemed the situation

warranted. Jane giggled and
said that since we were such
nice people, why didn't John
tell us the whole story about
Mums and Lightfoot? All ears
perked up. It seemed the guy
from whom they rented the
house and raised St. Bernards, hence the eight foot
fence. This had been the
deciding factor in the rental as
they wanted a place for Mums
to run. They also did not want
her to have puppies. They
figured anything that would
hold St. Bernards would serve
both purposes. When Mums
came in heat she was simply
put in the back yard safe from
all the marauding males.
Shephards, cockers, and dalmations came and went. One
bulldog was apprehended digging his way under the wire.
Through it all Jane could not
help noticing one suitor. His
technique was different, his
ardor more permanent. He
simply sat and gazed through
the fence at the winsome
Mums. When Jane awoke,
'Foot would be there at the
fence. At noon when John
came home for lunch he would
not have moved. The Miami
moon cast his shadow as they
turned off the late night
movie. It went on for a week.
A canine Romeo and Juliet.
One evening as the mangos
were blossoming they could
take it no longer. Jane
watched as John gently
grabbed 'Foot and, wishing
him well, lofted him over the
fence.

AFT presents
"The man in the Glass Booth"

Arts &
Entertainment
Festival takes place
in Color Country USA
The community of Cedar City, Utah offers a month-long
package of education and entertainment each summer which
would be difficult to match anywhere..

April 8 will mark the date of
another of the fine films
produced and presented by
the American Film Theatre,
now being shown in Winona.
"The Man In The Glass
Booth", first staged in 1967,
has been specially directed for
film and will be given two
showings at the State Theatre
of Winona. The third film in a
series of five, this play
comprises part of the American Film Theatre's second
season, and again represents
the AFT's attempt to bring
fine dramatic productions to
movie audiences via the
medium of film.

Beginning on July 10 and lasting through August 9, the
Utah Shakespearean Festival is staged on the campus of
Southern Utah State College. Concurrently, it is possible to
take summer school classes covering a broad spectrum of
subject matter or to participate in a wide variety of short
"The Man In The Glass
workshops and seminars. Many of these deal exclusively with Booth" draws upon the vast
Shakespeare and his works. College credit is available.
amount of material that was
published concerning the trial
This summer, Louis Marder, nationally known authority on of Adolf Eichman in 1961.
Shakespeare and the editor of THE SHAKESPEARE Much of this material, some
NEWSLETTER, will be a guest lecturer. Michael Finlayson,-a
Festival director for the past three seasons, will conduct a
special Shakespeare seminar under the sponsorship of the
SUSC English Department.

ENDS MONDAY

tempts to deal with his
feelings of guilt at having
lived through an experience
which destroyed six million
other humans. According to
its director Arthur Hiller,
"The Man In The Glass Booth"
is a film that concerns itself
with guilt and how people deal
with it.

some from witnesses, other from Eichman
himself, and the 1961 Jerusalem trial, provide the historical model for the drama. It
describes the ordeal of Arthur
Goldman, portrayed by Maximilian -Schell, and his at-

The remainder of the AFT's
season will include "Galileo",
May 6, followed by "Jacques
Brel Is Alive And Well And
Living In Paris", on June 3.
These films will be given two
showings each at the State
Theatre in Winona. Student
rates are being offered for the
matinee showing of "The . Man
In The Glass Booth", at 2:00
p.m. on April 8. There will
also be an 8:00 p.m. showing.

Plays selected for the coming season are MERCHANT OF
VENICE, TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA, and RICHARD

II.
Students and visitors spend free time in the enjoyment of
visual splendor provided by nearby national parks and
monuments such as Zion, Bryce, Grand Canyon, Kolob and
Cedar Breaks.
For further information, please write to: UTAH
SHAKESPEAREAN FESTIVAL, Cedar City, UT 84721)

Hall Gallery
WSC — Metropolitan Boys Choir; April 3, Performing Arts
Center, 8:15

CST — Verda Erman, pianist; Women's Artists Series, CST
Auditorium, April 14, 8:00 p.m.
State Theatre — American Film Theatre presents "The Man
In The Glass Booth"; April 8, 2:00 p.m. matinee — $2.50,
8:00 p.m. evening showing — $5.00
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sheet, and must bear the
name and home address of the
student, and the college
William Windom, well
address as well.
known from his Emmy Award-winning lead role in
Manuscripts should be sent TV's "My World...and Welto the Office Of The , Press, come To It", will present an
3210 Selby Avenue, Los evening of "Thurber," toAngeles, Calif. 90034.
night, April 2. The show is a
delightful look into the enTHE-GREEN WALL
chanted world of James
Thurber and reveals what Mr.
Winona Film Society presents
Windom likes to call "the
light and dark sides of the
THE GREEN WALL
American coin that is James
Mr. Windom bases
experimental-Secrets Thurber".
his performance on his interpretation of Thurber's writings and of Thurber as a
Somsen Hall Auditorium
April 9
person.

Free To The World

ONLY 2 PERFORMANCES

Tuesday at 2 and 8 PM.

CST — Opening reception for Earl Potvin Art Show; Cotter
Art Center, April 6, 3-5 p.m.

eligible to submit his verse.

7:30 p.m.

AN EMI PRODUCTION :. RARAMOUNE RELEASE

Another Special Event
In The American
Film Theatre Season
Of Special Events.

wsc_ High School Art Show; April 2 through 11, Watkins

There is no limitation as to
Poetry
Windom
form or theme. Shorter works
Press
are preferred by the Board of
because of space
performs
Announces - Judges,
limitations.
Deadline
Each poem must be typed
tonight
or printed on a separate
The National Poetry
Press announces its spring
competition for the College
Student's Poetry Anthology.
The closing date for the
submission of manuscripts by
college students is April 10.
Any student attending either
a junior or senior college is

ORIENT
EXPRESS

Anne Morris

The Calendar

The three directors for the 1975 repertoire, Professors
Fred. C. Adams, Burt Peachy, and Howard Jensen, will make
contributions as will Festival company members from
throughout the nation who are specialists in constuming,
, makeup, and technical theatre.

AMU

comnrs
MURDER
ON

Thurber has been a source
of interest to Mr. Windom for
many years, extending as far
back as his childhood when he
became fascinated with Thurber's cartoons, then being
published in the New Yorker.
With his lead role in "My
World...and Welcome To It",
Mr. Windom's interest was
furthered, and lead to his
ambition for a better version
that the series provided. His
acting experience on TV, as
well as on stage and in
movies, has been extensive.
He has taken roles in such
movies as "To Kill A Mockingbird" and "The Man", and
adds these, along with his
accomplishments on and off
Broadway, to his appearances
on TV.
The result of such study
and research, Mr. Windom
will present his one-man
show, "Thurber" at Somsen
Hall Auditorium, April 2, at
8:15.

HS Exhibit at WSC
In a continuing effort to schools participating in this
give high school art students annual event are Winona
an opportunity to participate Senior High School, John
in professional art exhibits, Marshall High School and
the WSC art department and Rochester Mayo High School.
the Kappa Pi art fraternity Entrees to the art exhibit,
are sponsoring a showing at judged by members of Kappa
Watkins Hall Gallery in the Pi and the WSC art departcoming week. The art depart- ment, were considered on the
ments of twenty-eight high basis of their works asthetic
schools in the surrounding qualities, technical skill and
area have been invited to originality. The show will be
participate in this project, and held at Watkins Hall Gallery
will exhibit their work April 2 and is open to students and
through
through 11. Among the public.

Shawn
Philips
at Guthrie
Five evening concerts with
Shawn Phillips were scheduled for the Guthrie Theater
Tuesday, April 1, (7 and 10
p.m.); Wednesday, April 2, (7
and 10 p.m.); and Thursday,
April 3, (at 8 p.m.).
Singer/acoustic guitarist
Phillips has been performing
as a soloist since 1970, having
started out in his native Texas
backing people like Jimmy
Reed when they played there
and eventually going to New
York with folksinger Tim
Hardin where he played clubs
in the Village before getting
an agent and going on national
tours. Phillips also spent a lot
of time with Donovan and
co-wrote mud' of the material
on Donovan's "Sunshine Superman" album.
THE FLICK HOUSE
165 E. 3rd
Wed.-Thur. — 8:00
Fri.-Sat. 7:30 & 9:15
Sun. 4:30 & 7:00

"'The Man In The
Glass Booth' towers
head and shoulders
above most other films."
—Cincinnati Enquirer
Tickets: $5.00 Evenings.
$3.50 Matinees . ($2.50 for
SeniorCitizens/Students at
Matinees .) Available after
AFT Season Ticket holders
are seated.

Tickets go on sale
TUESDAY at
1:30 for Matinee
7:30 for Evening
HURRY only A. few
more nites
PONMNI KOS

?Pala

itattisimi

tsOrs

Ire%

,14141°%.y.
R. $2.25
WINONA
at 7:30
See it... See it again

THE CAT AND THE
CANARY [1927]
• The first "haunted house"
horror film.
• A film Classic
Plus: Easy Street by Charlie Chaplin & Oh
My Operation by Burns & Allen

Admission — $1.00
Membership — 25e

See the cars...
See yourself...
AMERICAN
GRAFFITI
7:15-9:15

CINEMA
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class

Ballroom Dance
is fun
BALLROOM DANCE IS GREAT FUN
To dance means "to move the body
and feet in rhythm...to move gaily...", and
that is what many WSC students have
learned, and are learning, to do thanks to
Sue Kuchenmeister of the HPER Department. "Ballroom Dance" is offered quarterly by Ms. Kuchenmeister, and for many
couples who begin the class with two left
feet, graduate to be nothing less than Fred
Astaire's and Ginger Roger's.
Couples mastering the art of ballroom
dance learn the Waltz, the Rumba (a dance
of Cuban Negro origin), the Fox Trot, the
Tango (clench a rose between your teeth!),
the ChaChaCha, the Samba (a Brazilian
dance), the polka, and the Lindy for the
1950 music.
Students who have taken the course in
the past have been heard to say that
Ballroom Dance was one of the best
classes they have had ever taken at WSC. It
not only helps people get over their dance
floor shyness, the class offers them a very
enjoyable hour every Monday and every
Wednesday. It's great fun, and it's practical
knowledge that can be used again and
again.

Pictures by Kay Burnett

comment
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corner

—on-the-job training of nursing home aides to give adequate
care to nursing home patients. Minnesota's Health
Commissioner, Dr. Warren Lawson, spoke before a legislative
—the defeat of a plan by the House that would charge committee and emphasized that a law should require
schoolchildren twenty five cents for hot lunches. The bill completion of a nurse's aide training course as a condition for
would set a maximum lunch price for all children, regardless employment".
of parental income. Final action on the plan takes place this
week.
—Reserve Mining Co. agreeing to install modern air-pollution
control equipment at the Silver-Bay taconite processing plant.
—the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment in South
Carolina. Thirty eight states are needed to ratify the ERA for
it to become part of the Constitution, and 34 states have
ratified it so far. South Carolina was one of four states that
hopefully would have ratified the amendment.

In Support Of:

L

0

A Women's Right
Safe and legal abortions may be in jeopardy due to efforts
of a "Right to Life" group. The group's campaign has recently
hit Congress and successfully maneuvered the Senate into
hearings on a proposed Constitutional amendment that would
limit or completely outlaw abortion.

To Contend With:

—the rejection of a ban-the-can bill by a Senate Committee.
The bill required deposits on beverage containers. Sen.
Winston Borden (DFL-Brainerd), the author of the bill, then
introduced another plan that would allow a "five year
phasing-out period for non-returnable containers before a
Outlawing abortion will not cause it to disappear. Abortion mandatory deposit system would be stated".
always has been, and always will be, a reality. To make it
illegal once again will only increase the danger of deaths and —the amending of the Minnesota Human Rights Act, to
sterilization that will take (and has taken) place because of prohibit discrimination against gay people. The Minnesota
Civil Liberties Union (MCLU) has urged the Minnesota State
self-induced abortions and dirty "hospital" rooms.
Legislature to enact a bill that would outlaw discrimination by
A woman's right to a safe, clean, and legal abortion must be labor organizations, employers, property owners, and
educational institutions.
upheld.

Of Minds
and Men

"Oh, sure they do," said I to Turk patting the third string
quarterback who didn't get to play in the game and telling him
he did a fine job. "They're probably thinking the same thing
you are Turk. They're probably thinking you're a real jerk."
"Well they may think that about me, but that just proves
they're the jerks."

The night Turk and
were down at the bar

"That's one way of looking at it," said I to Turk while asking
a young fellow who was wearing a sober-bitter face if he didn't
think if it was humorous that no one 'would talk to him.
"Say," said Turk changing the subject," you see those two
girls that just walked in?"

"Yes," said I leaning over to tell this clean young queen that
Don Kohler she wasn't spotless. That she had bad breath and ugly
fingernails.
"I can't believe how many losers there are in this place,"
said Turk to I.
"Well, I've got one in my class. You want to go over and , talk
to them?"
"Yes," said I stepping on the untied shoestring of a young
man who had a piece of food caught between his front teeth
"No, not really," I answered Turk after asking a young man
and thereby tripping him. "I can't believe it myself."
who'd just been snubbed by some girl how it felt.
"Well; why do you suppose it is that they all congregate
here?"

Beginning in July, all female army volunteers will be
required to learn to shoot and maintain MI6 rifles. Up to now,
women have had the option to be trained to operate an M16
and approximately 80% chose to do so.
Women have wanted "equality" for a long time. Now,
female volunteers will be an effective part of the army's
firepower, and will have the equal chance to kill should an
"unexpected" war develop.
Hooray.

Happy Easter
The day was dull and misty-grey. As I moved through the
bland coldness, assorted figures passed my way. Expressionless automations slowly pushed their way through the dirty
snow, staring, but not seeing. I longed for just one display of
life; there was none. I tried to remember where I was. The
stone structures, with their antiseptic interiors, seemed
somewhat familiar. A prison maybe, but no bars. But the
inhabitants looked similar. A series of bodies stamped out of
the same mold, reflected not by their outward appearance,
but radiated by their non-action. Was this a military force? I
thought not, but still there was what seemed to be a great
bureaucratic force of useless and wasted action. Could this
part be a miniature Pentagon? I began to run to get away
from this psuedo-world. Some of these faceless forms pursued
me. As I was about to escape, I slipped and collapsed in front
of a great brick building. I lay frozen motionless, about to be
captured. As I raised my head, I gazed upon a lighted sign:
WELCOME TO WINONA STATE COLLEGE.
Richard Reuas

"Why not?" asked Turk. "They're the only ones who aren't
losers in this place."

"I don't know Turk," I said tapping a man who was in search
of himself on his far shoulder so that he would turn the wrong "I know," I answered Turk while turning to what appeared
way,
to be a psychology student to ask him if he'd ever
psycho-analyzed himself.
"Well, it's quite depresssing to see nothing but losers down
here and never see anything but losers."
"Why not?" asked Turk again.
"Yes, it's quite depressing to see," I said asking a mystic
"I don't want to," I said. "I came down here to have a good
who happened to be walking by if he'd ever witnessed God. time and drink beer."
But I just can't believe these people," said Turk. "I can't
"God, what a loser," said Turk leaning over and dropping
believe that they think a thought about anything."
his cigarette in my beer.

To the Editor:
This Spring the Student Senate prepared The Outline, a
guide to assist Students in registering for Spring classes. The
Outline listed various classes, noting the instructor, what the
course consisted of, class requirements, grading policy of the
instructor, text, prerequisites, and attendance policy.

Outline. Many instructors did not bother to send the
information to the Senate, thus making The Outline very
incomplete. On the cover of The Outline, the Senate notes that
"if an instructor's outlines are not included, it is because the
Senate Office did not receive any material from that
instructor."

The Outline was prepared to inform students. to assist
This was an undertaking of the Senate to supplement the them in registering for classes, hoping students who are
college catalog, since many new courses and majors have been better educated about classes will make better choices in
added. selecting classes.
The Outline was available from most departments and was
more comprehensive than what the present college catalog
listed. It gave students a better idea of what was expected
from them, and contained more information than the 'blurb'
descriptions contained in the college catalog.

It is unfortunate that many instructors did not participate.
It was designed for both the student and instructor's benefit.
Perhaps if The Outline is continued by the Senate in the
future, instructors will be more receptive. If The Outline is
not continued, such information should be included within
the college catalog. It is certain to help students make wiser
Many students have no idea of what a course is going to choices in the long run and to choose classes which will help
consist of, particularly new students, when they register each them planning their career. The Student Senate should be
quarter.
commended for working on such a major project, and I hope
they will continue with it if more instructors would cooperate.
Notices were sent by the Senate to all instructors
requesting them to assist the Senate in preparing The
Dave Galchutt

PERSONALS
DAVE — This diamond ring doesn't shine for me anymore. BRENDA.
SANTA — Gimme a head with hair, long, beautiful hair. KOJAK
STEVE — You never close your eyes anymore when I kiss your lips. MARTI.

the

beer capital
Of the Work/0
For years we've been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue Ribbon
is the overwhelming favorite.

1974

1973

CANS

1975

PABST

53% 48% 42%

1973

BOTTLES

1975
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SOURCE: Milwaukee Journal Consumer Analysis

That's why we feel we've earned the right to
More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other
challenge any beer. So here's the Pabst challenge:
city in the world. So to be the #1 selling beer in
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon
Milwaukee means you've got to be brewing the
with the beer you're drinking and learn
best beer money can buy.
what Pabst quality in beer is all about.
And Pabst must be doing just that. Look at
But don't take our word for it. Taste our
the charts. Blue Ribbon accounts for more
Peziui
word for it.
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee. It outBlue
Ribbon
sells the next brand nearly five to one.

-/

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
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sports
It's spring and time
for baseball

The Winona State baseball team, which has been practicing
since January 7, is now in the process of putting all those days
of work together for the annual southern trip to the St. Louis
area for .a possible 14 games before they play at home.
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SPORTS ID

The team personnel can be summed up by this statement:
Strong on hitting and fielding but weak on pitching. Through
Men's varsity
graduation, the Warriors have almost wholly rebuilt the
infield with only Dick Sauer at shortstop, the one holdover
from last year's infield. It looks like Dave Anderson has taken
track schedule
the third base spot and Ron Lenoch at second with Terry
Stolpa and Howie Strey still in a hot fight for first. Back-up
infielders will be Bob Lee, Jim Hughes, Gary Ahrens, and
John Sekevitch who will be pushing the regulars all the way.
Behind the plate is expected a two-way battle between Steve
OUTDOOR
Wiltgen and Jeff Radke, both of whom saw action last year
April 12 Manitou Relays
Northfield 9:00 AM
behind the departed Dan Stumpff.
April 16 UW-La Crosse
La Crosse 3:30 PM
April 19 Quadrangular
Eau Claire 11:00 AM
The outfield is definitely the strong point and the key to the
April 24-6 Drake Relay (Qualifiers)
Des
Moines
success of the Warrior's season. The whole outfield returns
April 26 River Falls Relays
River
Falls 10:00 AM
from last year's team, led by All-American Jeff Youngbauer in
Decorah
2:00 PM
centerfield, All-Conference Mike Huettl, and Jeff Fleck in April 29 Norse Relays (Luther)
May
9-10
NIC
Outdoor
Championships
Bemidji
1:00 PM
right and leftfield respectively. All three were high 300 and
May 17 Granite City Invitational
St.
Cloud
(Apollo)
low to middle 400 hitters and should be, if not the strongest,
(National Qualifiers only)
one of the best outfields in the nation in the 1975 campaign.
May 22-4 NAIA Championships
Arkadelphia, AR
-

Pitching, always the pivotal position in baseball, has been
hit hard through graduation, quitting, and eligibility
problems. Only one proven starter returns in the person of
Stu Spicer, righthander, who finished strong last year. Other
starters to be used this year are lefthander Craig Miller,
righthanders Jeff Kroschel, Rick Steinoff, Curt Langely, Rick
Marchand, and Greg Zabrowski, with veteran Craig Anderson
and Bill Horner in the bull pen to throw in the stopper when
needed.

Women's varsity
tennis schedule

WOMEN'S TENNIS
1975
Wednesday April 9 College of St. Teresa 3:00 P.M. HOME
1:00 P.M. HOME
This team has the ability to be a very good one if all the Saturday April 12 Mankato State
3:00
P.M. Away
Luther
College
Tuesday
April
15
variables go right this year. The men who are there to see
Away
MACALESTER
Friday
April
18
that things go right are Head Coach Dwight Marston and
Assistant Al Daniel. Coaching the junior varsity will be Chuck Saturday April 19 INVITATIONAL
4:00 P.M. HOME
Tuesday April 22 St. Catherine
Kjos and Terry Kieffer.
Away
Friday April 25 LUTHER
Saturday
April
26
INVITATIONAL
The varsity has a possible 45 game schedule with a new
Away
UM
twist to the week-end conference games. Starting this year, Friday May 2
Saturday
May
3
INVITATIONAL
two games will be played on Friday and only one 9-inning
Away
Mankato State
game on Saturday. The first home conference game is against Tuesday May 6
Away
CARLETON
Moorhead State. The junior varsity has a possible 20 games Friday May 9
Saturday
May
10
INVITATIONAL
this year, the most they have ever before had. The Warrior
home games will be played this year at Lowery Field, right
Ms. LaVonne Fiereck, Coach
next to the football field, with most games starting at one
Ms. Joyce 0. Locks, Director of Women's
o'clock.
Intercollegiate Athletics
Chuck KjoE

Women's varsity
softball schedule
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
1975

Graduating Seniors are, seated left to right, Stu Spicer
(#27); Jeff Youngbauer (#26); Steve Wiltgen (#14); Dick
Sauer (#10); Craig Anderson (#23). Missing is Dan Samp.
Picture by Kay Burnett

*WednesdayApril 16 Southwest State 2:30 P.M. HOME
April 18 TOURNAMENT 4:30 P.M. HOME
Friday
Saturday April 19 (Winona, Gustavus,1:00 P.M. HOME
,)
UM
4:00 P.M. Away
*Tuesday April 22 Luther College
*Saturday April 26 UM — Twin Cities 1:00 P.M. HOME
2:00 P.M. HOME
*WednesdayApril 30 St. Cloud
1:00 P.M. HOME
*Saturday May 3 Mankato State
*Tuesday May 6 UM — Twin Cities 4:00 P.M. Away
*Thursday May 8 Dr. Martin Luther 2:00 P.M. Away
Friday May 9 STATE SOFTBALL Mankato,
MN
Saturday May 10 TOURNAMENT
Wednesday May 14 NATIONAL SOFTBALL Omaha,
Nebraska
Thursday May 15
TOURNAMENT
Friday May 16
Saturday May 17
Ms. Marjorie Moravec, Coach
Ms. Joyce 0. Locks, Director of Women's
Intercollegiate Athletics
*doubleheaders
All games are played at the West End of the
Athletic Field
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Win one of
6 cash prues
totalling
$700 by
creating any
cancoction
with
Grain Belt
beer cans.
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t's time to start rounding up all your cantented, cantemptuous
and canscientious friends (even the big man on canpus) .
to help you canvass the area for Grain Belt beer cans. You can win
one of 6 cash prizes just by shaping them into any cancoction
in Grain Belt's "Make Your Own Cancoction" Contest.
You can make something African or Early American.
Cantonese or Tropican. A cantaloupe. A canary. Even the Grand
Canyon. Anything your imagination can canceive.
So start building your Grain Belt cancoction now.
You could be a winning candidate.
(Remember, only Grain Belt cans can be used in your
cancoction. Anything else is uncanny.)
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$300 PRIZE and trophy — The neatest cancoction.
$200 PRIZE and trophy — The largest cancoction.
$100 PRIZE and trophy — The most beautiful cancoction.
$50 PRIZE and trophy — The most original cancoction.
2-$25 PRIZES — Honorable mention.
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A candid shot of a cow.

Judges.

The judging date, time, and place are to be
announced at a later date. All entries must be
present to win.

may be used in your cancoction.
2. All participants must be of legal
drinking age.
3. Registration can be
made on an official
entry blank or by putting your name, address,
town, zip code, and phone number on a
3" x 5" index card. You must indicate which
contest area you will be entering based upon
those listed below. Mail your registration to:
"Cancoction Contest"
Grain Belt Breweries, Inc.
1215 N.E. Marshall, Minneapolis, MN 55413
Entrants must be present at the time of
judging to win.
Employees of Grain Belt Breweries, Inc.,
its distributors or advertising agency and members of immediate families are ineligible.
All prizes will be awarded:
You can build more than one cancoction.
But each cancoction may be entered in only
one contest area.
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1. Only Grain Belt Beer cans (Golden, Premium)
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Cantankerous canine from Canberra

When you start collecting those Grain Belt cans for your cancoction, you're really starting your own
canpaign for ecology. That's because you're helping to fight litter in your area.
And Grain Belt's ready to do its part, too. In order to insure a cleaner environment, all cancoctions will be picked up by your local Grain Belt distributor and taken to the nearest recycling center.
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Our canpaign for ecology.

Prizes to be awarded in each contest area.
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Registration.
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone
I will be entering in the following contest area
(circle one).
Marshall
Winona
Mpis./ St. Paul
Grand Forks
Fargo/
Mankato
Moorhead
Brookings
St. Cloud
Bemidji
Vermillion
Duluth/
Northfield
Superior

The judging date, time, and place to be announced.
1975 Grain Belt Breweries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

